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A complete menu of Dragon Court Chinese from Cardiff covering all 17 meals and drinks can be found here
on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What ntommo likes about Dragon Court Chinese:
My wife and I recently migrated to S Wales from Hong Kong. We were delighted to find a restaurant serving

authentic HK style dim sum. I suggest that those who criticise the food are those who unfortunately think what is
served up in local takeaways is real HK food. Chips and curry are not Chinese dishes! read more. In nice

weather you can even have something in the outdoor area. What sherpajacob doesn't like about Dragon Court
Chinese:

We arrived as booked at 1pm. For simplicity we ordered a set menu for 3 people and 2 side orders of chips to
keep the kids happy. The first starter didnt arrive until 2.30. The food was ok, but nothing special, the sauces
tasted pre prepared rather than freshly made, which made the wait feel even worse. The kids didnt get their
chips until we asked again for them. In most Chinese restaurants a set meal for 3 would co... read more. In

Dragon Court Chinese from Cardiff, expect versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine that's authentically cooked in a wok,
on the menu there are also a lot of Asian menus. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Dragon
Court Chinese. Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known dishes too ordinary should approach with a
willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients consume, and you can expect original

Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

�tra�
GINGER

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

India�
CHAI TEA MIXTURE

Sata�
CHICKEN SATAY

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

Appet�er�
SATAY

SPRING ROLLS

Ingredient� Use�
ONIONS

BEEF

DUCK

MEAT

CHICKEN
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